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Trimble and Yutong Bring Innovation to Dynamic Compaction
Zhengzhou Yutong Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. Joins the Trimble Ready Program
SUNNYVALE, Calif., May 2, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Trimble (NASDAQ:TRMB) announced today that Zhengzhou Yutong
®

Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. has become the first Chinese manufacturer to participate in the Trimble Ready program for
dynamic compaction applications. As part of the program, Trimble and Yutong will work together to integrate the Trimble®
DPS900 Machine Control System onto Yutong dynamic compaction machines.
The Trimble DPS900 System utilizes real-time navigation and automatic recording so the machine operator can use the incab display to position the machine at the precise compaction point, automatically recording the number of drops and the
total displacement of each point. Using the system, the operator has more precise control of the equipment and can achieve
better machine utilization. This new technology can improve productivity, avoid rework, and reduce the number of on-site
construction workers needed, while also improving quality and safety.
"As a dynamic compaction industry leader, we understand the importance of technical innovation," said Guo Xudong,
general manager, Yutong Heavy Industries Engineering Machinery. "We believe that the Trimble DPS900 Machine Control
System will allow us to profoundly transform the way dynamic compaction is done."
"The Trimble DPS900 Machine Control System for Dynamic Compaction is an exciting new solution for civil construction,"
said Troy Rigby, manager for Trimble OEM Solutions, Civil Engineering and Construction Division, Asia Pacific. "Trimble is
very pleased to work closely with Yutong Heavy Industries to advance civil construction and promote this state-of-the-art
technology."
About Zhengzhou Yutong Heavy Industry Co., Ltd.
Established in 1958, the Zhengzhou Engineering Machinery Plant produced civil engineering machinery, environmental
protection and sanitation products for large enterprises. In 2003, Yutong Heavy Industry Co., Ltd. was launched to focus on
providing the heavy civil construction market with professional integrated solutions and unique competitive advantages.
Yutong products are sold into more than 40 countries and regions including Asia, Africa, Europe and Central America.
About Trimble's Civil Engineering and Construction Division
Trimble is a leading innovator of hardware and software solutions for civil engineering and construction. Trimble's advanced
technologies transform work across the project lifecycle for owners, engineers and contractors. Solutions include planning
and design software, precision machine control, site positioning, mobile technologies and real-time connectivity. As part of
Trimble's Connected Site® strategy, these solutions empower civil engineers and construction professionals to construct
with confidence, delivering significant improvements in productivity at every phase of a project—from concept and design to
construction and maintenance.
For more information, visit: construction.trimble.com.
About Trimble
Trimble is transforming the way the world works by delivering products and services that connect the physical and digital
worlds. Core technologies in positioning, modeling, connectivity and data analytics enable customers to improve
productivity, quality, safety and sustainability. From purpose built products to enterprise lifecycle solutions, Trimble software,
hardware and services are transforming a broad range of industries such as agriculture, construction, geospatial and
transportation and logistics. For more information about Trimble (NASDAQ:TRMB), visit: www.trimble.com.
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